Route description Baanderij

NDSM-kade 5-7, 3rd floor, 1033 PG AMSTERDAM

By ferry. The NDSM ferry (901 and 907) from Amsterdam CS (backside) leaves from the De Ruijterkade
every 30 minutes, and in rush hour every 15 minutes. The Houthaven ferry (900, 903 and 905) also leaves every
20 minutes from the Westerdoksdijk (nearby het Stenen Hoofd). The ferry is free of charge and is available
for pedestrians and cyclists. When you have reached the opposite site of the river IJ, you will see the
‘Baanderij’, situated at the waterfront on your left side. Entrance of the building is at the back, ring the bell
‘Amsterdam Waterfront’ for entry and then take the elevator to the 3rd floor.
By bus. From Amsterdam CS IJside (backside) buses 35, 38, 763, 391 and 394 direction Molenwijk
(stop Klaprozenweg/Atatürk). Follow the bicycle signs towards the ferry. Just in front of the red landing-stage of
the ferry turn right. You will see the ‘Baanderij’ (IJ-canteen) situated at the waterfront. Entrance of the building is
at the back, ring the bell ‘Amsterdam Waterfront’ for entry and then take the elevator to the 3rd floor. For
extensive departure times of the buses and ferries see www.gvb.nl or www.Ilovenoord.nl/de-pont/
By car, from A1 (Amersfoort) and A2 (Utrecht). Take the exit Ring A10-Oost direction Zaanstad. After
the Zeeburgertunnel, take exit S118 direction Tuindorp-Oostzaan and then turn left. At the first traffic lights go
straight. At the second traffic lights turn right, follow direction S118 Tuindorp Oostzaan/Industrieterrein Noord.
This is the Molenaarsweg. Proceed from **.
By car, from A4 (Den Haag). Take the exit Ring A10-west direction Zaanstad. After the Coentunnel,
take exit S118 direction Tuindorp-Oostzaan and then turn right. At the traffic lights turn right, follow direction
S118 Tuindorp Oostzaan/Industrieterrein Noord. This is the Molenaarsweg. Proceed from **.
By car, from A8 (Zaandam). Take the exit S118 direction Industrieterrein Amsterdam Noord. At the traffic
lights turn left and after the viaduct at the traffic lights turn right. Follow the road, at the following two traffic lights
go straight. Turn right at the third traffic lights, follow direction S118 Tuindorp Oostzaan/Industrieterrein Noord.
This is the Molenaarsweg. Proceed from **.
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By car, through the IJ-tunnel. At the IJ-tunnel, keep right. Take the exit Amsterdam Noord 100-399. At the
traffic lights turn right (Johan van Hasseltweg). At the following traffic lights turn right. Then go left, direction S118
Noord 100-249 (Klaprozenweg). Follow the road, take the first left after the bridge (Ms. Van Riemsdijkweg). After
100 meters you can park at the NDSM-kade.
** By car from the Molenaarsweg. The Molenaarsweg becomes the Cornelis Douwesweg. After two
roundabouts and a traffic light (you all go straight) the Cornelis Douwesweg changes into the Klaprozenweg.
After this traffic light turn right at first exit. This is the Van Riemsdijkweg. After the parking
space of the container livings at your right hand (orange/red/white/blue) you will see at your right
hand diagonal the Baanderij (IJ-canteen) situated at the waterfront. Entrance of the building is at the back,
ring the bell ‘Amsterdam Waterfront’ for entry and then take the elevator to the 3rd floor.
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